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HOW FAR DOCS A GIRL HAV€ TO GO 
TO UNTAIMGL6 H6R TINGL6? 

I remember when Deep Throat came out, and the resulting 
cultural wallop, like it was yesterday. Hands jammed deep 

in my polyester-blend pockets, I was shuffling across Times 
Square on a humid evening in 72, on the lookout for 'ludes and 
an easy lady (or, heck, even a toothless transvestite 
pretending to be one). Before I could score either, I noticed a 
movie marquee advertising a film called Deep Throat and 
posing this most intriguing tagline: "How far does a girl have to 
go to untangle her tingle?" Fascinating question, indeed. I 
promptly launched an academic investigation. 



For you laymen, unfamiliar with the 

vocabulary of scholars, the act of untangling 

a "tingler" is what we call the mattress¬ 

thrashing, headboard-thumping, beeyotch's- 

nails-digging-into-my-back sensation that 

ripples across the body when friction is 

artfully applied to the said subject's pole 

or, in this movie's case, hole. To use crass 

terminology: an orgasm. Therefore, by 

extension, a woman's "tingler" is known to the 

masses as her "joy buzzer" or "funk button." 

Again, to be uncouth: clitoris. Surely, such 

an erudite gynecological conundrum-how to J 

untangle a tingler-would never appeal beyond 1 

my fellow art-film connoisseurs, I thought, as 

I paid my nickel and entered the grimy New 

World Theatre. 

As expected, the audience was sparse, just 

a handful of raincoat-clad gents like myself. 

At least that was the scene during my first 

viewing. When I returned a week later to 

witness again Deep Throat's nuanced 

performances and skillful mise-en-scene the 

place was packed. Seems that among the uptown 

crowd, my new favorite flick was promoted as a 

cute comedy with a sprinkling of sex. Nothing 

gratuitous, mind you. Just discrete displays 

of ding-dongs, ying-yangs, gang-bangs, chicks 

taking it up the fudge tunnel, all finished 

with face-soaking ejaculations. Judging by the 

clean-cut crowds now lining up outside the New 

World, this clever marketing tactic worked 

like Spanish fly rubbed on the tube steak of a 

15-year-old virgin on prom night. 

"Deep Throat Starring Linda Lovelace" 

beamed brightly over 42nd Street. This was no 

mere peep show. For the first time in history, 

sick bastards and Bible thumpers alike, could 

eat popcorn and watch porn without shame. Men, 

women, she-males, couples, Midwestern 

families, you name the demographic; they 

wanted to see Deep Throat. By the time 

Lovelace moaned "Ohhhhh, Wilbur," audience 

members were either ready to puke or race home 

and screw until the deaf old hag downstairs 

pounds her broomstick on the ceiling. In 

short, my educated eyes perceived this as a 

cultural turning point in American history. 

"For the first time in history, sick bastards and 
Bible thumpers alike, could eat popcorn and 
watch porn without shame." 



Here's what all the fuss was about: Deep Throat is the story 

of a woman, the aforementioned Linda Lovelace, who discovers her 

tingler is in her throat, rather than hidden within folds of flesh 

below her belt, where most women conceal their love nub, thus 

frustrating generations of exploration-minded men. Chicken, tuna, 

whatever... where is your dang tingler?!? Anyway, I digress. In 

order to make her eyes roll back into their sockets with ecstasy, 

Lovelace needs a man to jam his johnson down her gullet. Why how 

convenient for her mule-hung co-stars, notably Harry Reems. He 

portrays the dirty doctor who diagnoses Lovelace's condition-and 

prescribes a 9-inch package of medicine to be taken orally. 
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"Chicken, tuna, whatever... 
where is your dang tingler?!?" 

I heard a few years back that Reems, who sprayed spooge in 

almost 400 porn films, gave up booze, found God, and now sells 

real estate somewhere in California. What a dick. For her part, 

Lovelace delivered a bravura performance. Not only was her body to 

drool for, and without those pumpkin-size silicone fun bags an 

adult star of her stature would sport today, she emanated a 

playful, unashamed sexuality that was a key factor behind the 

film's success. Of course, this woman could play the flesh flute 

so well she should've given lessons, which in a way she did. 

So, the hip, liberal crowd declared Throat the thing. The 

movie gave rich New Yorkers reason to celebrate, whether that 

meant just watching Lovelace slurp and Reems shoot or, more 

likely, inviting the cute lesbians in apartment 5-B over for an 

evening of fondue and fondling. You see, for many. Deep Throat 

furnished an excuse to host a "best of friends" party, which, if 

the right people showed up, might have lasted for days. Or until 

you realized you could never face your landlady again, at least if 

the back of her 'fro wasn't bobbing above your bellbottom's open 

zipper. One such shindig I attended featured a Lovelace lick-alike 

contest, in which all the ladies would kneel, line up, and... uh, 

if you'll excuse me, I must close my office door for a few 

minutes. 



Now, where were we? Right. Deep Throat was 

released the same week in 1972 as Cabaret, starring 

that loudmouth Liza Minnelli, who frankly would've 

been a lot quieter had Harry Reems and his big 

bratwurst patronized her gin joint. Deep Throat 

competed for box office dollars with A Clockwork 

Orange, The Godfather, and other films from 

Hollywood's '70s Golden Age. Cabaret and The 

Godfather, of course, would dominate that year's 

Oscars, but neither could compete long term with 

Deep Throat's financial return or cultural impact. 

(Personally, I find that even a bad blowjob is far 

more enjoyable than a good Brando impression.) The 

producer of Deep Throat invested $25,000; at last 

count, the film had generated $600 million in 

worldwide receipts, making it the most successful 

independent film ever made. 

But no accountant could explain what a sensation 

Deep Throat had become. This little flick was 

spreading like Chlamydia at a rural college. It was 

worldwide news. Film reels couldn't be delivered 

fast enough. Within its first month of release, 

Frank Sinatra and Sammy Davis Jr. owned personal 

reels, and even President Richard Nixon demanded 

that a copy be sent to the White House for a private 

screening. (That crook's only executive order I 

agreed with, frankly.) Unashamed audiences included 

Johnny Carson, Sandy Dennis, and Jack Nicholson. Of 

course, as with all cutting-edge entertainment, the 

lust for Linda and her Throat didn't appeal to all. 

Mayor John Lindsay banned the film in New York, no 

doubt after wanking to it several times in the 

course of his investigation, and loads‘ of obscenity 

suits were launched across America. 



"...simply trying to 
scratch an itchy throat." 

I mean, everybody got into the debate: black-turtleneck clad 

artistes, sweaty Southern politicians, evangelical preachers, 

civil-liberties lawyers, Hollywood producers. You'd have thought 

Lovelace was delivering a twentieth century Gettysburg Address for 

sexual freedom or, depending on your opinion, against good moral 

values, rather than simply trying to scratch an itchy throat. This 

film meant everything to a lot of people. The movie's far-reaching 

impact was etched into the annals of history when two pornwise 

reporters at The Washington Post nicknamed their star source Deep 

Throat, in an investigation that ultimately led to Nixon's 

resignation. A far cry from the little flick I saw almost alone 

two years prior. 

With his newfound moolah and attention. Deep Throat's 

Producer, who some called an evil thug with mob ties (others 

recall him as a big ol' teddy bear) built an empire with the 

profits. He created mainstream fare like Texas Chainsaw Massacre 

(a gruesome affair that the religious types who fought against 

Deep Throat had no problem letting their children watch-go figure) 

and later established Bryanston Distributors. It handled such 

films as Andy Warhol's Frankenstein and Dracula, along with such 

future staples of the adult-film biz as Debbie Does Dallas. Of 

course, during this entire time Hoover, the FBI, and the family- 

values crowd struggled to catch up with the porn industry's 

runaway success. Thanks to them and their constant pissing matches 

and legal tangles. Deep Throat and Linda Lovelace remain household 

names, 

I heard the other day from a retired marine that Deep Throat 

was one of the first foreign film played in Iraq after the fall of 

Saddam. Not for the American troops, mind you (they'd already seen 

it) , but shown by Iraqi businessmen for public screening. But no 

one, Arab or American, will ever see the film's entire sequel, 

produced in 1974. It was a charming, topical tale, in which 

Lovelace battles the FBI, the CIA, the commies, and a computer too 

smart for anyone, except our plucky heroine, to handle. Alas, 

somewhere between the studio and edit lab, the X-rated scenes 

disappeared mysteriously. No one to this day has been able to find 

the film or a certain sticky-fingered employee. In the end, a 

smutless, R-rated version was released and bombed, leaving 

theaters without notice. 

In 1976, Americans would change their preferred porn-viewing 

method, when Sony introduced the VCR. You know those nerds didn't 

care a rip for taping soap operas or letting kids enjoy cartoons 

whenever they pleased; no, those pointdexters wanted to watch Deep 

Throat and its ilk. And they weren't alone. Soon, Lovelace, Reems, 

and the little movie that could, were in the adult section of 

video rental shops throughout the land. Deep Throat had arrived in 

America's bedrooms. Two decades later, the Internet again 

increased, and altered, our consumption of X-rated media. But take 

your hairy palms off that mouse, folks, and remember; It all 

started with a little movie called Deep Throat. A blow, indeed, 

for sexual freedom. 

My penis still hurts for you, Harry, 

Professor William Wackenstein 
Cambridge, MA 
williamwackenstein@yahoo.com 



Getting Deep with 
Ron Jeremy... 
Light In The Attic chats with the XXX star about 
Lovelace, lubrication, and a porn landmark. 

LITA: Where did you first see Deep Throat/? 
RJ: I first saw Deep Throat as a little kid. Well, not really that litde. I was with 
my dad when I first turned 19 back in Queens College. We saw it at the Mayfair 
movie theater in Queens. It was my first time seeing a porn film and it was kind 
of goofy. I thought it was not a very good movie 'cause I was comparing it to 
mainstream films. That's all I had seen. However, when I think about how it 
compares to adult movies it was actually very, very good. As a porn film it's 
definitely among the best, especially back then as the movies were shot on film. 

LITA: Did you ever jerk off to Deep Throat I ? 
RJ: No, in all fairness I never jerked off to Deep Throat I I never jerked off to 
any kind of porn film. But I did jerk off to Gilligan s Island and I Dream of 
Jeannie. I got to tell you I did prefer Mary Ann over Ginger. And I did like the 
lady in I Dream of Jeannie — ana also Rhoda The Robot. 

LITA: What has been your involvement in the Deep Throat series? 

RJ: I would have been in Deep Throat I had I been in the business back then, 
but Harry Reems was in Deep Throat / with Linda Lovelace. I had a major role in 
Deep Throat II (remake), IV , V and VI starring.. .oh gosh... the butt woman? I 
forgot her name. And I have been used as a judge every so often when they do a 
search for a new "Deep Throat Queen". 

LITA: How did you get involved with Arrow (the film company behind Deep 
Throaty 

RJ: I knew the producer through my cousin Jerry. My cousin was running Arrow 
Film &: Video in New York and California, and also a lot of my friends worked 
with Arrow. They called me to do Deep Throat II (remake) in New York.. .that 
was always their best.. .their biggest money maker. 

LITA: What's your opinion on the rumored mafia connections in early porn? 

RJ: hi all honesdy, I won't totally deny it. There were rumors that the Producer 
was involved with certain families in New York. And it’s a pretty known fact that 
the families were involved in pom back in the old days. But when the market 
went video they pretty much got out of it. There was no point, if you needed 
100k to make a movie, you might need a loan and they'll get back a quarter 
million from you, they got involved in distribution. Gangsters, to be involved, 
want to have control. So they can control film releases, so their theatre gets it in 
Chicago, NY, LA...down south. When the market went video they had no way 
to control it....anybody can open up a video store and sell regular videos. Plus 
when you can make a film for 5k, you don’t need a loan for that. You have diat in 
your pocket. 



“It is truly a masterpiece, she 
is like the sword-swallower...” 

I liked the Producer a lot. I’d go to their house for Italian dinners. They were 
so much fun. They would make their spaghetti with sausage meatballs. Like all 
Italian guys that were gangsters, they can all cook real good. That's when you 
know a guy is truly a gangster, when he can cook like a son-of-a-gun. 

LITA: What was the trick behind Linda's technique? 

RJ: Well, the producer loved the way Linda Lovelace would do the deep 
throating — when it would get stuck in her. She'd do this litde pause and then 
took it afl the way. She would put her mouth around it, she'd take it down as far 
as she could go until it hits the epiglottis.. .the uvula and then all of a sudden she 
would go 'uhh' and take it one step further. So there would be like a pause, and 
he really got a kick out of it because no other woman ever before, and actually 
since has deep throated quite the way Linda Lovelace did. She would take it and 
pause and then boom shoots down. There was the litde break period where you 
know, it's pretty bizarre, she takes it down, it hits bottom and then half your 
shmekula is still outside and then all of a sudden boom right to the balls. 

LITA: When you were involved in the Deep Throat series did you try to find girls 
who could continue Linda's technique? 

RJ: Yes, in IV , V and VI, I had girls that could deep throat right to the balls. I 
learned a lot from a woman who could take any size — me or John Holmes right 
to the balls — and you wonder where in the heck is it going. You wonder why her 
scalp isn't popping out in the back, you know, where in the world is she taking 
this penis. I mean I have seen it. It is truly a masterpiece, she is like the sword- 
swallower, so what she would do, is she would take like butter or margarine and 
lubricate her gums, polysaturated margarine, so I did that in my movie. I added to 
the series the girls lubricating their gums with butter, just something to make it 
goofy. 



LITA: What’s your take on Linda being forced to do Deep 
Throat by her then boyfriend Chuck Traynor? 

RJ: Linda even said that she was always free to leave. And 
here is the most bizarre thing of all, right before Linda died, 
she switched sides. Linda modeled for a magazine in New 
York called Leg Show where she modeled in skimpy, skimpy 
garments showing her legs and everything, and her boobs 
being pressed together showing cleavage, but not hard core, 
just sexual, and she pretty much denounced the feminists 
who she feels used her worse than the porn business. She 
said "I was their figurehead and they used me as a 
spokesperson to put Deep Throat out of business when 
actually they were using me worse than the porn business. 

It's a fascinating story. Isn't it amazing after all those 
years of bad mouthing the porn business in her book 
Ordeal, before she dies she actually goes back and says, ok 
well maybe I didn't like the business that much, but in all 
fairness the feminists weren't too nice to me either. Well, 
what she went through is understandable to some extent, 
but the pay wasn't that good back then, you know she made 
maybe $600 for a film that grossed millions. 

It’s just a tough deal. But what really was wrong was 
saying she was forced, you know at gunpoint, saying she was 
beaten, that was just wrong cause she wasn't. People who 
were there on the (Deep Throat) set said it was all lies. Linda 
said the makeup artist had to cover the bruises on her body, 
and then Harry Reems went on TV and said there wasn't a 
makeup artist in the first place. Cause she had no bruises 
on her body. It was just mean, you know. And she actually 
took a lot of that back, years later. 



LITA: During the making of Deep Throat II (1974) and with the FBI on 
their backs, Arrow was forced to make two different film reels. Somehow in 
the lab the X-rated film reels were stolen, leaving the film company to release 
an R rated version. Did you see it? 

RJ: Yes, the reels got stolen and they released an R version, which was very 
bad for business. Who wants to see an R rated film like that? 1 actually 
remember seeing it in a drive-in theater in the Catskills Mountains and being 
all pissed off because you couldn't see any sex. I would die to see a copy of 
that film again. I was actually in another Deep Throat //, which was released 
years later, around 1979 or 1980. They probably should've given it a 
different name, but they just acted like the other one didn't exist. It's very 
bizarre. 

LITA: How did Deep Throat affect society? 
RJ: Well, what is interesting to note about Deep Throat is that a lot ol major 
celebrities came to its aid. I think it was Warren Beatty and his wife, Shirley 
MacLaine. I think Lynn Redgrave might have come to their aid. I think Alan 
Goldstein and I know Jack Nicholson. I know that a lot of famous directors 
wrote an amicus brief to the court case when Harry and Linda were on trial. 
These celebrities all gave amicus briefs to court and they really worked hard 
to defend Harry Reems and Linda Lovelace. What made this film kind of 
interesting out of society’s point of view anthropologically and socially is that 
they were trying to indict actors for a performance that they did in a movie. 
A lot of the other actors said while we don t find porn films that exciting, we 
don’t like them, you know, we find them disgusting, however, don't ever 
indict an actor for a performance they do in a movie. 1 hat is very dangerous 
grounds to play with. That is very unconstitutional, very much against 
freedom of speech. And that you don’t play games like that. They were 
trying to make it like paying for sex was a crime, like prostitution or 
philandering, obscenity, whatever. I hey have indicted us since, ya know, in 
many cases we've all faced the music. 

Also, it put porn into conversation. All the celebrities said Deep Throat 
made porn chic to talk about. Before then it was like men in black socks 
wearing masks, don’t talk, don’t think, just go to a little private peek show 
booth and look at it. With Deep Throat it became a thing with theaters, you 
can go to theaters that serve popcorn, try to make it classier. It was the 
beginning of the more mature era of porn. Deep Throat was a very, very 
important landmark of that aspect, now you can see porn, and go, oh what 
the heck. Somebody might laugh at you, not everyone is going to accept it il 
they’re religiously oriented. It made it chic. In fact, it made such amazing 
headlines all over the country - you know when it played ~ it was stopped. 
I’ll never forget the famous headlines in Queens, New York Judge Cuts 

Throat, World Mourns'. 
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LITA: What's your take on the Deep Throat soundtracks? 

RJ: I remember that the music in Deep Throat I was campy and adorable. Porn 
films always had that boom-chicka-boom-chicka-boom music, but Gerard 
Damiano (director of Deep Throat I) always had the desire to go straight, so he 
put in music that was unlike typical porn music. Not just bounty stuff, but more 
fun-goofy-crazy music. There's the scene where the guy orgasms in Linda’s 
mouth. Rockets and explosions are blasting off, and they play all this patriotic 
music. Gerard Damiano edited the film to its music, so the actions would match 
and the beat would match...like up and down strokes on the old shaft...it was 
pretty clever. 

During Deep Throat, the Producer wanted to put in real songs that had lyrics 
— songs that would match what was going on in the action. They put on real 
soundtracks. Now days you can make a porn film for like $5k, some little pro¬ 
amateur where you interview the girl and have sex with her. You know... .Where 
you from? Here's a cup of coffee, blow me. There's your dollar. 

The woman who scored Deep Throat II went on to do the music for The 
Incredible Shrinking Woman, starring Lily Tomlin. She was actually a legitimate 
musician. I believe the director was hooked up with recording artists in New York, 
which was one reason it was so good. When they were editing Deep Throat //, the 
entire building was full of studios and recording artists doing their demos for 
various record labels. The director was friends with a lot of them, therefore by 
sheer accident, Deep Throat II has very professional music. Both I and II have 
better soundtracks than the vast majority of films that were made before or since. 

Summer 2004 



Deep Throat, part II 
Originally released in 1974 as BRS-101 

i She's Got to Have It (Vocal: T.J. Stone) 3=35 
T. Bruno - M. Kupersmith - L. Peraino - K. Vance - S. Nathanson / Sorayda Music (BMI) 

2. Deeper and Deeper (Instrumental) 3:27 
T. Bruno - M. Kupersmith - L Peraino / Sorayda Music (BMI) 

3. La La La (Vocal: Laura Greene) 3:oo 
M. Colicchio / LP. Music (ASCAP) 

4. Latino (Instrumental) 2:25 
T. Bruno - L. Peraino / Sorayda Music (BMI) 

5. Deep Throat (Vocal: Laura Greene) 2:54 
M. Colicchio / L.P. Music (ASCAP) 

6. Run Linda Run (Instrumental) 4:07 
T. Bruno - L Peraino / Sorayda Music (BMI) 

7. Saxy (Instrumental) i:55 
M. Colicchio / L.P. Music (ASCAP) 

Deeper and Deeper (Vocal: T.J. Stone) 3:27 
T. Bruno - M. Kupersmith - L Peraino / Sorayda Music (BMI) 

_>eep Throat, part I 
Originally given-away at theatres as DT Music Productions, circa 1972-4. 

In the early 1970s, the U.S. government seized all film reels and master tapes for Deep Throat. Tlwefore, 
musiciansand writers are unknown. In early 2004, a number of long-lost reels were ® 
olimpse into the legend of Deep Throat with this release. After a detailed restoration jDy_John Golden Mastering, 
sonic imperfections still apply, but definite aural improvements have been made, including the conversion from 
mono to stereo and a considerable decrease in hiss and distortion. 

9. Driving with Linda 3:30 
10. Everybody Gets a Little Piece of This Action 0:28 
11. Love is Strange 8*.io 

12. Money is No Object 0:06 
13. Invasion of the Nurses (Medley) 8:47 

14. Bubbles 2:17 

is. Oh, Doctor Young 0:42 

16. Pussy Cola 2:ie 
17. Relax Your Muscles, My Dear i:i8 
is. House Calls i:i7 

19. Case No. 218 Wilbur Wang 2:2i 
20. Deep Throat to You All 4:56 

Reissue Executive Producers: 
Matt Sullivan, Josh Wright, and Chris Ferraro. 

Design by Kiki Ajidarma 
Remastered by John Golden Mastering 

XXX-TRA SPECIAL THANKS: Raymond Pistol, Brian R, Gene 
Ross, Ian Hodder, Ron Jeremy, Ron Rivlin, John Golden 
Mastering, Professor William Wackenstein, Paul Bloch, Jennifer 
Maas at evilbunnyfilms.com, Mr. Supreme, John ChesnuTTzzz 

THANK YOU: Amoeba, Bill at Cargo, Bobo & Potsie at 
Revolver, Creative Vibes, Dusty Groove, James at Groove, 
Jason Drew, Jeff at Watts, John at Choke, Keith Hodo, Kenichi 
& Hiroshi at UltraVybe, KSD, Outside Music, Miah, Munster & 
Vampi Soul, Nocturne, Pat Riley, Rec Rec, Sean at Carrot Top, 
SIB, Snatch at Time Warp, Stephen at Morphius, Stones Throw, 
Super D, Turntable Lab... 

During the production of this project, every effort was made to 
contact the appropriate parties. However, we were unable to 
locate certain individuals. Please drop us a line if you have any 
questions: 
e. info@lightintheattic.net 
p. 206 706 6715 
f. 206 706 1008 

Purchase additional Light In The Attic titles 
+ Download Free MP3's at: 
www.LightlnTheAttic.net 

Licensed from Arrow Productions 

® 2004 Arrow Productions 
© 2004 Light In The Attic Records & Productions 
P.O. Box 31970, Seattle, WA 98103 
All Rights Reserved. 
Unauthorized duplication is a violation of applicable laws. 
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